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Drawbar damping system as standard

Central running gear

Hydraulic top tie bar – always on an even keel

The integrated central running gear, equipped with 
700/40-22.5, 550/45-22.5 or 400/60-22.5 tyres, ensures 
excellent manoeuvrability of the machine, both in the field 
and on the public road. The position of the running gear 
guarantees good weight distribution and allows the use of 
all AMAZONE rear rollers – this means the most suitable 
roller depending on the soil conditions can be utilised. 
To avoid any rocking of the machine, the Certos-2TX is 
equipped as standard with a drawbar shock absorbance 
system whereby the pressure is matched according to the 
prevailing situation.

The Certos is equipped with an additional hydraulic top tie 
bar, in order to be able to compensate for the sideways 
pulling of the machine. The additional cylinder at the rear 
of the machine allows the simple and very sensitive correc-
tion of the machine. Via a double-acting spool valve, the 
machine can be set to optimally match up from the tractor 
cab. Especially for when working on slopes, the top tie bar 
is of huge benefit.

Hydraulic working depth adjustment

The Certos-2TX is equipped with hydraulic working depth 
adjustment as standard. This offers a high degree of com-
fort as it allows the working depth to be adjusted from the 
tractor cab, even on the move.

Advantages of the hydraulic working depth adjustment
  Soil tillage only as deep as necessary thanks to infinitely 

variable adjustment from the tractor cab
  Flexible and quick adaptation to the operating condi-

tions (headland, wheel tracks, …)
  Clearly visible scale for orientation

Hydraulic top tie bar on Certos 6002-2TX   Manual working depth adjustment, in which spacers are used 
to adjust the depth, is available as an option

  Hydraulic working depth adjustment is fitted as standard

Certos  | 5 – 7 m


